STEEL THIS!

Look What GQ Contracting Did ...

By Thomas G. Dolan: Our Contractor of the Month explains the job: “When the general contractor first called and said he had an unusual job for us, and I asked what it was, he said take a piece of paper, roll it into a ball and squeeze it; what comes up on top is the roof.”

53 He’s da Man By Steven Ferry: Another member of the Boyd family takes the helm at AWCI. Come meet Ray’s son and Mike’s brother.

64 Contractor Review By David Phillips and Steven Ferry: More arguments about the number of lives and structures that can be saved when everything that can be done is done to keep a fire from spreading.

75 Stacked Against You? By James L. Houser: Stacking board on residential job sites is an accident waiting to happen.

81 Literature Showcase In these pages, more than 35 companies offer you their literature—great summertime reading!